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Universal quantum interfaces
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To observe or control a quantum system, one must interact with it via an interface. This article exhibits
simple universal quantum interfaces—quantum input/output ports consisting of a single two-state system or
quantum bit that interacts with the system to be observed or controlled. It is shown that under very general
conditions the ability to observe and control the quantum bit on its own implies the ability to observe and
control the system itself. The interface can also be used as a quantum communication channel, and multiple
quantum systems can be connected by interfaces to become an efficient universal quantum computer. Experi-
mental realizations are proposed, and implications for controllability, observability, and quantum information
processing are explored.
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A common problem in quantum control and quantu
computation is that of building up complex behaviors out
simple operations. For instance, considerable effort has b
devoted to investigating how to efficiently control the sta
and the dynamics of complex quantum systems@1–3#. Dual
to the problem of controlling complex systems is that
observing them. Both controllers and observers are nee
for feedback control of quantum systems@2,3#. In quantum
computation, quantum logic gates are simple local operat
that can be combined to manipulate quantum information
any desired way@4#. Quantum control and quantum comp
tation are fundamentally based on getting and processing
formation @5#.

Geometric control theory has been used to show the
versality of simple quantum operations for performing coh
ent control@1,2# and for quantum computation@4#. In par-
ticular, almost any pair of Hamiltonians that can be appl
to a closed, finite-dimensional quantum system render it c
trollable, and almost any quantum logic gate is universal@4#.
Less attention has been paid to the problem of observab
however, it is known that coherent controllability of a qua
tum system combined with the ability to perform simp
measurements on it renders the system observable@6#. Spe-
cific examples of systems that interact with a quantum s
tem to control and observe it were investigated in Ref.@7#.
Quantum feedback control can be used to protect syst
from disturbances@8# and to engineer open-system dynam
@6#. Quantum error correction can be used to protect qu
tum information from noise and decoherence@9#. This article
exhibits a simple quantum device—a universal quantum
terface, or UQI—that is able to perform all these tasks s
ply and efficiently. The universal quantum interface cons
of a single two-state quantum system, or quantum bit,
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couples to a Hamiltonian system to be controlled or obser
via a fixed Hamiltonian interaction. The primary purpose
this article is to show that by controlling and observing t
quantum bit on its own, one can fully control and observe
system to which it is coupled. In other words, a univer
quantum interface allows one to modulate all signals throu
a single qubit, a task that can in some cases is much easi
implement.

Consider ad-dimensional quantum systemS whose dy-
namics are described by a HamiltonianH. Consider a two-
level systemQ coupled toSvia a fixed Hamiltonian interac-
tion A^ sz , whereA is an Hermitian operator onSandsz is
the z Pauli matrix with eigenvectorsu11& corresponding to
eigenvalue11 andu21& corresponding to eigenvalue21.
Assume that we can both make measurements onQ in this
basis, and apply Hamiltoniansgs to Q, wheres is an arbi-
trary Pauli matrix andg is a real control parameter. That i
taken on its own,Q is controllable and observable~the abil-
ity to measure with respect to one basis combined with
ability to perform arbitrary rotations translates into the ab
ity to measure with respect to any basis!.

In the absence of environmental interactions, the sys
is generically coherently controllable. Namely, as long asH
andA are not related by some symmetry, the algebra ge
ated by$H1A^ sz ,gs% is the whole algebra of Hermitian
matrices forSandQ taken together. For a review of equiva
lent formulations of this criterion, such as the graph conn
tivity of subsystems, see Ref.@10#. Given a generic pair of
HamiltoniansH andA for which this criterion is satisfied, by
the usual constructions of geometric control theory@1#, one
can perform arbitrary Hamiltonian transformations of t
system and qubit by turning on and off variousss. One such
Hamiltonian transformation is an arbitrary Hamiltonia
transformation on the system on its own, so the system
coherently controllable.

Now turn to observability. Since by controlling the qub
on its own we can engineer any desired Hamiltonian tra
formation of the system and qubit together, we can apply
©2004 The American Physical Society05-1
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evolution of the forme2 iG ^ sxt, whereG is an arbitrary Her-
mitian operator onS and sx is the x-Pauli matrix onQ.
Prepare the interface in the stateu11& ~e.g., by measuring
the qubit and rotating it tou11&), apply this evolution, and
measureQ in the $u11&,u21&% basis. As a result of this
preparation, evolution, and measurement, the system
evolves fromrS(0) into eitherrS

15cos(gtG)rS(0)cos(gtG)
or rS

25sin(gtG)rS(0)sin(gtG), with probabilities p1

5tr cos2(gtG)rS(0) andp25tr sin2(gtG)rS(0), respectively.
In other words, this procedure effects the generalized ‘‘Y
No’’ measurement onS having Hermitian Kraus operator
cos(gtG), sin(gtG). This is the form of the most genera
minimally disturbing two-outcome measurement onS @11#.
In Ref. @6#, it is shown how one can perform any desir
generalized measurement corresponding to Kraus oper
$Ak% by making a series of such two-outcome measureme
An important distinction between the construction in Ref.@6#
and ours is that we do not need the systemS to be directly
controlled in any way. So by the construction outlined abo
where the results of the two-outcome measurements are
ied to classical memory,Q can effect an arbitrary generalize
measurement onS and is therefore a full semiclassical o
server forS @2#.

Generalized measurements and generalized open-sy
transformations are closely related. By making a generali
measurement and ignoring the outcomes one effects
open-system transformationrS(0)→(kAkrS(0)Ak

† . So our
universal quantum interfaceQ is not only a full semiclassica
observer forS but also a universal controller capable of pe
forming any desired completely positive linear trac
preserving map onS @12# ~see Fig. 1!.

True to its name, the universal quantum interface can a
act as a quantum communication channel between two q
tum systems,S and S8. Let Q be coupled toS with a cou-
pling A^ sz and toS8 with a couplingA8^ sz . As long as
the algebras generated by$H,A% and by$H8,A8% close only
on the full algebras for the two systems on their own, th
the algebra generated by$H1H81A^ sz1A8^ sz , gs%
closes on the full algebra for the two systems together w
Q. Consequently,Q can be used to shuttle quantum inform
tion from S to S8 andvice versa~see Fig. 2!.

The ability of quantum interfaces to perform communic
tion tasks as well as coherent quantum information man
lation and measurement allows one to envisage a quan
control system, including sensors, controllers, and actua
constructed of quantum systems linked via quantum in
faces, or even constructed entirely of quantum interface
series and parallel. Such quantum control systems could

FIG. 1. A universal quantum interface attaches itself to a sys
with HamiltonianH via an interactionA^ sz . By measuring and
manipulating the single qubit of the interface, one can control
observe the quantum system in any desired way.
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fect either coherent or incoherent quantum feedback@2,3#.
The universal quantum interface can control a quant

system, observe it, and shuttle quantum information betw
systems. How efficiently can it perform these tasks? Here
can use an argument based on the Solovay-Kitaev theo
@13#. The transformations on the system and interface co
spond to a time-dependent HamiltonianH1A^ sz
1g(t)s(t). Arbitrary unitary transformations on system an
interface can be builtup this way. Lett be the characteristic
time that it takes to buildup two unitary transformationsU,
U8 that differ significantly from each other~i.e., trU†U8
!d). Assuming that the unitary transformations that can
built up over times much greater thant are distributed es-
sentially uniformly over the space of all unitary transform
tions, one sees that in timet one can perform an arbitrar
control or observation on ad-dimensional quantum system t
an accuracy proportional toe2t/td2

. To obtain exponential
accuracy requires time ofO(d2).

For some tasks, like quantum teleportation@14# and quan-
tum communication@15#, this level of efficiency suffices be
cause the tasks are impossible classically. For other ta
such as quantum computations intended to outperform c
sical computations on the same problem, these transfor
tions must be performed in less time. To be more specific
quantum computing, one is interested in transformations on
qubits, so that the dimension of the Hilbert space isd52n. A
generic transformation can be built up out ofO(22n) quan-
tum logic gates. But some computations~Shor’s algorithm
@16#, and quantum simulation@17#, for example! can be per-
formed in time polynomial inn, i.e., polylogarithmic ind.

A universal quantum interface can effect any desir
transformation on the system to which it is connected,
cluding quantum logic transformations. But if the system
which it is connected is high dimensional, e.g.,d52n, the
interface cannot necessarily effect those transformations
ficiently. In particular, a desired quantum logic operati
could take timeO(22n) to effect. The general condition onH
and A under which it is possible to perform quantum com
putation efficiently on ad52n dimensional system is an
open question.

However, if one uses multiple quantum interfaces to co
trol and connect a number of quantum systems, or a sin
quantum interface that can be dynamically moved betw
systems, one can, in general, perform efficient univer
quantum computation. A specific architecture in which u
versal quantum interfaces can be used to perform unive
quantum computation is one in whichn small-dimensional
systems are coupled together via quantum interfaces as
scribed above~see Fig. 3!. Any set of pairwise couplings
between systems that forms a connected graph now all
efficient universal quantum computation as follows.

First, consider the problem of performing coherent qua

m

d

FIG. 2. A universal quantum interface that interacts with tw
systems can serve as a quantum communication channel, med
the flow of information between the two systems.
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tum logic operations on the coupled systems. Prepare
interfaces in the stateu11& by measuring them. Each inte
face is now in an eigenstate of the HamiltoniansH j1Aj
^ sz that couples it to its connecting systems. As a result,
systems are all effectively uncoupled and evolve by ren
malized versions of their respective Hamiltonians: thej th
system evolves via the HamiltonianH j1Aj . By coherently
controlling the interface between thej th and kth systems,
one can effect an arbitrary coherent transformation of th
two systems together, returning the interface to the s
u11&. That is, one can perform any desired quantum lo
transformation on any two systems that are connected b
interface. While this quantum logic transformation tak
place, the other systems evolve in an uncoupled fashion
known Hamiltonians.

Since the graph that describes the interfaces is fully c
nected, quantum information can be moved at will throug
out the set of coupled systems by sequential pairwise c
plings intermediated by the interfaces. This mediation c
occur vian fixed interfaces, as depicted in Fig. 3, or by
single interface that moves between neighboring subsyst
as needed. The maximum number of pairwise operations
quired to bring any two qubits into adjacent systems isO(n).
Arbitrary quantum logic transformations can be perform
on systems in a pairwise fashion. As a result, any des
quantum logic circuit ofN logic gates can be built up usin
no more thanO(d2nN) pairwise operations, whered is the
typical dimension of a subsystem. If the systems are qu
then the quantum logic circuit can be built up inO(nN)
operations. For example, the coupled systems could th
selves be quantum interfaces, so that an entire quantum c
puter could be constructed from interfaces alone.

State preparation and measurement can be accompli
in a similar fashion. By manipulating and measuring a giv
interface, while keeping the other interfaces ‘‘turned off’’ v
the decoupling procedure given above, one can perform
desired generalized measurement on the systems to w
that interface is coupled. This procedure allows one to b
prepare and measure the state of those systems. Since
preparation, coherent quantum logic operations, and m
surement can all be accomplished efficiently, the set of s
tems coupled by universal interfaces can perform unive
quantum computation.

As an example, consider ann-qubit linear spin chain
coupled by the Heisenberg, or exchange, interactionH
5J( i 51

n21sisi 11. If we use the first qubit in the chain as
UQI, then enacting a logic gate between qubits 2 andk re-
quiresO(2k) operations—it takes that long just to propaga

FIG. 3. A set of quantum interfaces connecting low-dimensio
systems makes up a quantum computer, capable of perform
quantum logic operations and shuttling information between
two subsystems.
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a signal to qubitk. If every other qubit in the chain is used a
a UQI, then the data qubits can be decoupled by measu
the UQIs. By selectively turning on couplings in order, t
exchange interaction will swap qubits 2 andk into adjacency.
The mediating UQI can then effect the desired logic g
between them in constant time, and the process can be
versed to restore the qubits to their original locations. T
all takesO(k) time, fast enough to enable efficient univers
quantum computation, unlike the earlier construction w
the single UQI.

Universal quantum interfaces are simple systems that
be used to perform arbitrary quantum operations—cont
observation, and computation—on quantum systems. N
that the derivations above depend on the fact that the sys
to be controlled or observed are closed apart from the in
actions with their interfaces. If the systems to be control
or observed are open to the environment, as all systems
to a greater or lesser degree~‘‘no quantum system is an is
land entire unto itself’’!, then only those operations whic
can be performed efficiently within the system’s decohere
time can actually be effected. An interesting open quest
for further research is the degree to which quantum in
faces can be used to protect quantum systems and effect
decouple them from their environment via the use of sy
metries@18#, bang-bang techniques@19#, or analogs of quan-
tum error correcting codes@9#.

The straightforward requirements for universality allo
many candidates for quantum interfaces. For example
mode of the electromagnetic field that couples to an opt
cavity can be used to control and observe the contents o
cavity and perform universal quantum logic@20#. In an ion
trap, the internal and vibrational states of the ions could
controlled and observed using just one ion in the trap~for
example, an ion of a different species from the other ions
the trap@21#!. In general, a single optically active site on
molecule, e.g., one held in optical tweezers to minimize c
pling to the environment, could be used to control and o
serve the quantum states of the molecule. If the electro
and hyperfine states of the atoms in the molecule are add
sable either individually or in parallel, such a molecule a
dressed via an optical quantum interface is a good mode
quantum computation. In liquid state NMR, it is possible
control and observe the state of the nuclear spins in a m
ecule by observing just one nuclear spin on the molec
while using coherent control to shuttle quantum informati
from the spins to be observed to the observed spin@22#. In
coherent superconducting circuits, the state of the entire
cuit can, in general, be coherently controlled and obser
simply by controlling and observing a single flux or char
qubit, which could be specially designed for this purpo
@23#.

Universal quantum interfaces are devices that can be u
to control and observe a quantum system in any desired f
ion. Because of their simple nature, universal quantum in
faces are considerably easier to exhibit experimentally t
is a universal quantum computer. Indeed, existing interfa
with cavity QED, ion-trap, and NMR systems are alrea

l
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universal. Networks of quantum interfaces can be used
erform arbitrarily difficult quantum control tasks in prin
ciple, including full-blown quantum computation. In pra
tice, complicated quantum information processing ta
involving many quantum interfaces are of the same orde
difficulty to perform as quantum computation. Open qu
ce
h,

. A
s.

.

int

-

n
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tions include problems of efficiency, networkability, and i
terfaces with quantum systems that interact strongly w
their environment.
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